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C. Diebolt, M. Haupert (Eds.)

Handbook of Cliometrics

▶ Constitutes a comprehensive reference work in historical economics
and econometric history

▶ Outlines the contributions of cliometrics to a variety of Topics
▶ Engages economists, historians and social scientists to participate in

a world-wide forum of discussion

The Handbook of Cliometrics is a milestone in the field of historical economics and
econometric history through its emphasis on the concrete contribution of cliometrics to
our knowledge in economics and history. The articles in the handbook authored by the
leading scholars in the fields, stress the usefulness of cliometrics for economists, historians
and social scientists in general. The Handbook offers a comprehensive coverage of topics
with each article providing an overview of the contributions of cliometrics to a particular
topic. The Handbook sets a new standard of quality in the field by offering a world-wide
forum of discussion in cliometrics.
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